Standish Lamella 2017
98-100 Points - Stuart McCloskey "Even at this stage, the ’17 Lamella is spectacular and
bursts from the glass with an intoxicating and heady mix of pen ink, lilac flower, violets,
cassis liqueur and liquorice with the faintest whiff of nori. The palate is full-bodied, ineffably
complete with an overall mouthfeel akin to velvet - juicy with a super-lavish, creamy
texture. The fruit component comes across cool and clearly handled sensitively. Layers of
fruit wash across my palate. With aeration (4-5 hours) the dark fruits meld with wood
smoke and dried herbs – ever changing in the glass. The tannins are virtually unnoticeable,
as is the oak which is quite extraordinary. Granted, this wine offers an entire day of
immediate pleasure, but it will be perfect in a decade. I cannot wait to see how this evolves
over the coming years. Utterly magnificent and a privilege to sample such a remarkable
Aussie masterpiece. Breathtaking in its infancy… Decanted for 4-5 hours and sampled using
Zalto Bordeaux Glassware"
98 Points - Joe Czerwinski (RobertParker.com) "The star of this year's lineup is the 2017
Lamella Shiraz, sourced from a single dry-grown Eden Valley vineyard in the vicinity of
Henscke's Mount Edelstone and Hill of Grace vineyards. It shows a healthy dusting of
cracked peppery and dried spices but also layers of red and blue fruit and savory notes of
black olives and espresso. Full-bodied and silky but taut, it ideally needs another 2-3 years of
cellaring to soften the tannins on the long, dusty finish."
97 Points - James Suckling "Extraordinary fragrance and complexity really sets this apart, as
does the very cleverly pitched ripeness that has impressive impact, without stepping over
the mark. The blackberries and spices, raspberries and sweet florals lead to a palate that has
a fresh array of intense fruit. A great and unique single-vineyard shiraz and a wine with
phenomenal depth of flavor, delivered with such balance and grace. Drink or hold."

